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After 3 months from the launching date, the Essay Game 2015 of the University of Science and
the US Education Agency organized, we have received nearly 300 entries from more than 50
high schools across Vietnam. Many interesting stories are about their inspiring professors in
candidates’ lives, who carried the momentum and exert a profound influence for the students.

  

In May 23th, the International Training & Education Center (ITEC) and US Education Agency
held an awards ceremony for the Essay Game 2015 with the participation of nearly 100 parents,
students and representatives from various highschools.

  

Giving a speech at the ceremony, Mrs. Malikat Rufai, a cultural Attaché Consulate General of
United States, said:” it’s intresting and touching when reading the essay about professor’s jobs,
what they have shown beyond far my expectations. Education always gives us a good
foundation and guide us to follow the bright path to their students which is wonderful.”

  

Critically, the essays must express truthful and deepest emotions toward the specific professor
through the ability to write English fluently, accurately and convey their feeling. The organizers
have worked hard to select the most deserving entries for the award. Below is a list of students
with the highest winning entries:
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  First prize: Nguyen Do Xuan Quynh, Long An specialized Highschool.  Quynh’s biggest influencer is her physic professors, who retired. The professor’s advices helpQuynh on making her best decision within nearly two decades of existence in this world. Finally,Quynh confidently stepped out from her suspicion, and thankful for the professors’enlightenments and encouragements. Instead of wasting the valuable time for regrettingmistakes, Quynh actually successed in almost important examinations, and gained an ability toachieve her childhood dream. The story is full of impulses and emotions of Quynh earned thefirst prize in this competition. In the result, she received a ipad mini 3, a premium gift from theEducation USA and 50% scholarship for the first year in ITEC and University of NaturalScience.  Second prize: Nguyen Phuong Ha, Le Hong Phong specialized Highschool.  Phuong Ha wrote about her 5th grade English teacher, who explained the equalization of sextheory. She strongly informed about willingly to against any wrongful acts toward women andbelieved that her future path would be followed the powerful thought of her teacher. Her secondprize include an ipad mini, a premium gift from Education USA and 50% scholarship for the firstyear in ITEC and University of Science.  Third prizes:        -  Pham Gia Han, Le Hong Phong specialized highschool.      -  Luong Van Truong Vu, Le Hong Phong specialized highschool.    

    The two third prizes, each one includes an ipod nano and 50% scholarship of first year in ITECand University of Science.  The organization would like to thankful to all the candidates, parents, and representative fromvarious highschool for participating and help our contest successed.    
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